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Broker Note 1st October 2020 

Panther Metals: Canada (AIM: PALM) 

Panther Metals are progressing swiftly in Canada, having compiled and interrogated 

historic data of Western Ontario, the team have secured a number of tenements across 

a region which is booming with exploration activity. With the team conducting soil 

sampling, mapping and grab sampling surveys, it’s worth putting the project into 

perspective, and discover why western Ontario is so exciting. 

 

Key Points  
• The Hemlo-Schreiber greenstone belt is within the world-

renowned Wawa-Abitibi province, a region that holds 

numerous multi-million oz greenstone belt districts. 

• Panther, along with a number of top tier explorers have 

identified the Hemlo-Schreiber Greenstone Belt as being a 

district of significant hidden potential. 

• With new, more cost-effective geophysical techniques, many 

of these regions are now being re-examined, with new 

discoveries such as Great Bear Resources (GBR:TSX) Dixie 

project and OMNI Commercial Corp.’s North Shore project. 

• The region’s geological setting allows for multiple ore forming 

events, including: 

o Large orogenic gold systems to form from surface and 

continue to depth with high-grade, nuggety orebodies.  

o Moderate Zn-Cu-Ag-Au volcanic massive sulphides. 

Ontario’s Greenstone belts  

The Wawa-Abitibi region is made up of multiple greenstone belts, one of 

which is the under explored Schreiber Greenstone Belt where the Panther 

Metals team have secured a sizable footprint. The area has been previously 

prospected, with historic grab samples, mapping and historic drilling. New 

discoveries have recently rejuvenated a sense of excitement across the 

region, with Puregold renewed exploration model, identifying substantial 

extensions to their Madsen Mine, and Great Bear Resources applying cost 

affective geophysical and geochemical surveys to make the Dixie and other 

high grade gold discovery. 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Panther Metals is a gold focused 

exploration company with assets in Canada 

and Australia. 

 

Stock Data  

Listing LON 

52-week range 8.25  

(1.85-13.75) 

Market Cap £4.3m 

No. Shares 52m 

 

www.panthermetals.co.uk 

 

 Directors and Major 

Shareholders  
Darren Hazelwood 7.48% 

Dr. Kerim Sener 3.28% 

Kate Asling 0.19% 

Mitchell Smith 0.08% 

Simon Rothchild 0.63% 

Nick O’Reilly 0.63% 

R. Edwards and 

C.Edwards 

5.31% 

Adrian Crucefix 3.94% 
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It should be noted that this region of Ontario, around the Panther Metals Canadian portfolio, has a 

long history of mining, and is host to some of Canada’s largest deposits. To the north is the Red 

Lake district, which has produced an estimated 30Moz from high grade deposits, including the 

Goldcorp’s 7.3Moz Red Lake Mine and 11.2Moz Cambell Mine, Puregold’s 2.4Moz Madsen mine 

and most recently the Great Bear discovery of Dixie Lake. In addition to the east, the Timmins-

Abitibi gold camp hosts giants including Timmins mine of >65Moz, Kirkland Lake with >25Moz and 

Bousquet >25Moz. 

 

 

 

 

 

Geological map of Ontario, with greenstone belt districts emphasised and projects of interest in the report being 

marked.  
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Exploration models 

Panther Metals have secured a significant footprint in the Schreiber Greenstone Belt, one of a 

number of highly prospective greenstone belts within the Wawa-Abitibi region. The orogenic- 

mountain forming event occurred during the pre-Cambrian, where multiple island arcs (volcanic 

islands), separated by sedimentary basins collided. This collision event created the geological setting 

for a number of ore forming systems:  

Orogenic (Mesothermal and intrusive related) – These orebodies form from deep 

faults that occur during the orogenic event. Lithological changes in rock characteristics 

across the earth’s crustal brittle-ductile zone allow fluids, during earthquake events, to travel 

up the pathways. These Orogenic orebodies are generally steeply dipping, relatively narrow 

veins of quartz and quartz-carbonate and hosts significant amounts of gold. In the region 

gold is generally found as native (nuggets) and electrum, with trace amounts of pyrite, 

tourmaline and chalcopyrite. 

VMS – Volcanic Massive Sulphides form at the sea floor, where super-heated mineral rich 

fluids interact with the sea water. This change in temperature and chemistry causes the 

minerals to come out of solution at or just below the sea floor. With different mineral 

complexes forming as fluid composition changes, the orebodies form zones of 

mineralisation, with copper-gold-Silver stringer zones, and massive sulphide camps consisting 

of copper-zinc-lead  

Mafic intrusive – Basaltic-composition magma rises to the surface along fractures and 

conduit. As the magma rises, it interacts with sulphide rich lithologies, these melts and 

become incorporated into the magma. This change in chemistry, with the sulphide content 

reaching saturation, ripping the metals out of the magma forming sulphide minerals. The 

sulphides settle at the base of the channel as layers of massive sulphides, rich in nickel-

copper-cobalt-PGE’s. 

The Panther team are targeting orogenic gold forming settings, with known deposits within the 

region including the Barracks ~30Moz Hemlo mine and the more recent discovery of Wallbridge 

and CBLT 1.2Moz North Shore target. However, the region does host known VMS’s such as 

Winston Lake Zn-Cu-Ag-Au historic mine, just north of the Schreiber town. 
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Schematic diagram of orogenic ore forming events. Adapted from Goldfarb and Groves (2015). A) brittle-ductile 

transition zone with major fault allowing fluids to move up into trap structures. B) A macro cross section through 

earths crust to mantle, showing collision setting, and formation of major listric faults. 
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Geology of region 

Hemlo-Schreiber District  

The Hemlo-Schreiber greenstone belt is one of the less well explored belts within the region, with 

the Red Lake district to the North and the Timmins camp over to the east. The region is most well-

known for the Hemlo mine, of 21Moz. The region consists of mafic and sedimentary units that have 

been folded and faulted, as well as having undergone greenschist facies metamorphism. The major 

defamation event of the region folded the supercrustal rocks along a ESE axis with a regional 

foliation that is found to be parallel to the stratigraphy. The gold mineralisation is generally well 

defined along narrow quartz-carbonate veins within a stockwork zone (Blanchflower, 2012). 

Red Lake District (North-west ~500 km) 

Over the last few years, the Red Lake district has been one of the most exciting regions for 

exploration, with the development and current drilling of Pure Golds 2.4Moz Madsen mine, and the 

discoveries of Dixie lake, Hinge, Arrow and other projects by Great Bear. These have both occurred 

around and on strike to prolific producing assets including Evolution Mining’s Red Lake mine of 

7.3Moz and Cambell Mine of 11.2Moz. These deposits have formed along major fault and fold 

structures in an analogies setting to that of Hemlo-Schreiber greenstone belt. 

Timmins-Abitibi District (North-East ~440 km) 

The area incorporates some of Canada’s largest gold deposits including Timmins with over 65Moz, 

Kirkland Lake mine at >25Moz and Bousquet which also contained around 25Moz. Another 

analogies geological setting with the deposits forming along major fault structures, with later stage 

granitic intrusions and shear zone movements. With areas of thick till-glacial sediments and the 

region’s extensive prospective ground, exploration companies have utilised airborne geophysical 

surveys to vector in, focusing the groundwork to produce drill targets and make discoveries. 
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Project Comparisons 

The region around Panther Metals’ Canadian portfolio has been particularly exciting, with the 

projects being next door to world class deposits and major discoveries. To put this into perspective, 

a list of local and analogies projects are described below: 

Hemlo Mine, Barrick 

With an estimated 21Moz contained, the Hemlo gold deposit is one of the largest 

within the region, and a key case study model for orogenic gold exploration. 

Discovered in 1982 and put into production in 1985, the 21Moz Hemlo deposit is in fact made up 

of three mines; Williams, David Bell and Golden Giant. In 2000, the production of all three of these 

mines made the Hemlo deposit Canada’s largest producer. 

Geological map of Ontario, with greenstone belt districts emphasised and projects of interest in the report being 

marked.  
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Located within the Hemlo-Schreiber greenstone belt, the Hemlo deposit is characteristic for such 

orogenic deposits of the Wawa sub-province, being focused along eastern trending fold and fault 

features. The mineralisation is sandwiched between two granite plutons (magmatic body) to the 

north and south. These plutons have intruded into early stage host volcanic and sedimentary units 

which have been tightly folded. The fractures within the folds are the main controlling feature to 

the mineralisation. The orebody itself is located along 2.9km’s of strike, as a tabular body that 

extends down plunge to 2.5km and made up of zones of 2 to 50m’s thickness (Portergeo.com). 

Dixie Project, Great bear 

With a C$890m MCap, Great Bear’s Dixie project is one of the most recent 

discoveries of the region, showing that these vast greenstone belts still hold 

significant discoveries. It should be noted that the company is still drilling and 

exploring for extensions and new discoveries. 

Located within the Red Lake Greenstone Belt, the Great Bear team are focusing on testing a high 

grade, at surface, epigenetic gold target that is located along a NW-SE trending feature bound 

between two granitic batholith intrusions. The high-grade mineralisation is quartz hosted, with a 

moderate to low grade envelope surrounding. The host rock is a felsic sedimentary and volcanic 

unit stratigraphy that has been folded by regional scale D2 fold, where the mineralising fluids have 

concentrated at the axes. Though only 4km of strike have been tested, the Dixie property has a 

total of 18km strike that the team are looking to test. 

The project area is located along a major highway, giving year-round access, as well as operational 

infostructure including a parallel powerline, a gas line running across the project and is located 15 

minutes from the Red Lake town.  

Currently the team are conducting an extensive grid drilling campaign, testing a 5km strike target 

down to 500m. With 125 of the 300 holes having been completed, the team are cashed up having 

issued 725,000 shares at C$11.04 each for aggregate gross proceeds of C$33m. 
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Oakes, Longrose, and Pichette Project, Riverside Resources  

The renowned project generator has picked up a significant footprint, following the 

thesis that the region has been under explored and that new, more effective 

exploration techniques will result in the discovery of the next major project. 

Riverside, the project generator, have secured a land package northeast of the Panther resources 

tenements. The team have got particularly excited about this region, as they believe the land is 

under explored, and located next to operational infostructure, they see any discovery will be in a 

practical position to move into production. The Geraldton region, in which the licences are on 

strike of, has a long history of mining, having produced around 4Moz. The discovery of the +1.4Moz 

Hardrock project, by Greenstone Gold Mines was one of the reasons Riverside Resources chose 

this particular area, being both on a strike zone and holding historic data that hints towards new 

discoveries. 

CBLT 

Located in the vicinity of Panther’s property, the Big Duck Lake project holds a 

resource of 53,700t @ 10.7 g/t Gold. 

In 2017, CBLT took on the Big Duck Lake project, a gold-rich, porphyritic target along the Hemlo-

Schreiber greenstone belt. With historic data covering 6km of prospective geology, as well as 

holding a historic resource of the 53,700t @ 10.7 g/t Au, further drilling has been completed in the 

region showing that mineralisation continues. 

North Shore, Omni Commerce Corp.  

Exploration work around the historic North Shore property resulted in the discovery 

of the Afric Zone, with further exploration upside still to be tested.  

Located to the South of the Panther Licence, the North Shore project has focused on exploration 

around the historic North Shore mine. The Afric Zone is a parallel deposit, with a 2km long strike 

zone of alteration and disseminated sulphides, that in 2014 was developed to a 43-101 resource of 

391koz indicated and 824koz inferred. First pass metallurgical studies have recorded recoveries of 

94.8% to 99.6% over a 24 hour retention time, indicating excellent recoveries can be achieved using 

conventional cyanidation.  

Having purchased the North Shore project, by acquiring CBLT Inc. Omni have acquired additional 

ground around the North Shore tenement from Trillium Mining Corp.  
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Superior Lake Resources 

One of the most well-known VMS deposits of the region, the Winston Lake Zinc 

project, still holds exploration upside, and indicates that further high-grade VMS 

deposits could be located in the vicinity. 

Exciting developments have continued at the historic operation, Winston Lake Zinc Mine, and their 

more recent discovery of the Pick Lake project. In 2019 the team produced a Resource of 2.35Mt 

@ 17.7% Zn, 0.9% Cu, 0.38g/t Au, and 34 g/t Ag. The company recently announced that it was 

looking to vend the asset into CROPS. This form of poly-metallic VMS deposits are often small and 

high grade, making them perfect for junior miners as they require a lower Capex hurdle. 

 

 

 

 

 

Image of native gold in quartz vein, from the Afric Zone project at North Shore. 
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Assets: Canadian Portfolio 

The Big Bear Project (100%) 
Having completed a number of activities, including mapping, grab samples, soil surveys and airborne 

geophysical surveys, the team have identified 253 geophysical anomalies, of which 36 targets have 

been defined as high priority for follow up investigations. Soil sampling has identified a 250m wide 

target, that correlates with geophysical anomalism, in addition to notable grab samples from 

mapping grading at 105.5g/t and 112g/t Au. This has built on the historic exploration surveys at 

Little Bear Lake and the Schreiber prospects, with grab samples of 53.7g/t Au & 19.25g/t Ag, and 

historical bulk sampling of 150t averaging 17.6g/t Au. With the teams developing knowledge of the 

area, Panther have chosen to grow their footprint to secure ground around what is developing into 

a high value target area. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Map of the Dotted Lake land package, and the distance from the 21Moz Hemlo mine. 
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Dotted Lake Project (100%) 

The Dotted Lake Project is located North of the Hemlo Mine, and hosts 7km of prospective 

lithological granite contact. Previous work conducted on the property includes grab and channel 

sampling, with notable gold grades of 23.3g/t, 16.95g/t and 9.02g/t. The Panther team will be 

conducting a first pass soil sampling survey and conduct geophysics surveys to develop the property 

towards drill ready targets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Map of the Dotted Lake land package, and the distance from the 21Moz Hemlo mine. 
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Risks  

Panther have a portfolio of early stage projects in the pre-discovery stage, with sufficient historic data to 

hint at significant exploration potential. Pre-discovery is one of the highest risk stages of exploration as 

geochemical and geophysical trends can only be proven by drilling, and during the first phase of drilling, many 

of the targets are found to be false-anomalies, alteration zones or low grade zones around the main ore 

body, requiring a second stage of geophysical model calibration. 

With projects located in both Australia and Canada, Panther have chosen very low geopolitical risk, mining 

friendly jurisdictions, however this does give you risk regarding operating costs. With Canada’s high cost of 

technical services and cost of living, it means the operating costs of Panther are significantly higher than many 

operations in developing nations. 

The region of Schreiber is remote, making it perfect for exploration as naturally poor access restricted 

previous explorers working on the tenement, and making a discovery. However, this also means the team 

have to work hard to gain access to the prospect in a time effective and constructive manner. 

 

Investment Synopsis    

The early stage Canadian portfolio has a lot of exploration upside. Being pre-discovery, and 

within a region of world class gold deposits, any discoveries made by the team will create 

significant interest. The team however are still developing their licences up to drill ready 

target definition. With over 36 targets at the Big Bear project alone, the team will need to 

cut this number down to a handful of high priority targets for the first phase of drilling. This 

will be achieved through target ranking, by combining and interrogating all the data currently 

available. Further ground investigation work may be required to develop up the 

understanding of selected targets. 

Ground geophysical strategy’s may also be utilised, including ground magnetics, IP and 

resistivity. These give the team a more refined view of the targets over a smaller area, and 

often due to cost, are focused on only the highest priority target prior to drilling. 

Analyst Risk Profile: A schematic of risk exposure any investor should consider regarding the company. Based on the authors 

opinion incorporating company comparisons, experience, and data available at time of writing. 

Geopolitical GeoTechnical Financing Commodity price 

High 

Low 

Analyst Risk Profile Opinion 
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